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ABSTRACT

Disruptive memory technologies (DMT) are dramatically

changing the architecture of modern computer systems and

affect important design decisions throughout the whole soft-

ware stack. For their success it is crucial that developers

of system software and applications find ways to fully ex-

ploit the potential of the novel hardware. Having appropriate

DMT hardware models is the key to successful optimization

in the world of system software and application development.

Therefore, this paper introduces four relevant new DMTs

and corresponding performance analyzes as well as mod-

elling approaches. We conclude with the insight that there is

a lack of system-wide models that are practically applicable

by system software designers for proper optimization and,

thus, an important domain for future research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The last decade saw a significant change in computer ar-

chitectures and technologies. Today, multicore processors

with non-uniform memory access (NUMA) have become

the most common architecture for servers and mainframes

with increasing heterogeneity. For a few years, new mem-

ory technologies, such as persistent memory, remote direct-

memory-access, high-bandwidth memory, and near-memory

computing, arose, which will transform the way memory

and storage are about to be used in the computing systems

of the future. These disruptive memory technologies raise

new challenges for developers of applications and system

software alike.

Except as otherwise noted, this paper is licensed un-

der the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike
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As the transition from single processors with uniform

memory access and simple memory hierarchies to complex

NUMA architectures has already shown, exact knowledge

of the underlying hardware topology is crucial to ensure

performance and efficiency in today’s computing systems

[1–3, 5, 9]. However, it has also turned out that using this

knowledge in the design of software systems is a double-

edged sword, as one gains better performance and efficiency

at the cost of portability. With the emerging disruptive mem-

ory technologies, one can see the same kind of development.

Again, applications are tailored to specific hardware config-

urations at the price of portability.

Nevertheless, most developers are lured into a trap by

faulty assumptions about the overall system. So a common

assumption of developers of high-performance computing

(HPC) and database software is that their application has

exclusive usage of all hardware resources and that these re-

sources are not subject to change during the lifetime of this

software. Although this might be true for specialized appli-

cations in HPC, it is not for the data center, which exhibits

a wide variety of applications, even whole virtual machines

being deployed and assigned resources based on their actual

utilization. In such systems the assumption that there is only

one application running at a time is false, and the concur-

rency and interference of applications have to be taken into

account, to ensure performance.

Thus, system software has to be in charge to manage

disruptive memory technologies among concurrent applica-

tions and even virtual machines. However, to enable system

software to make informed decisions regarding resource as-

signment, it needs a sophisticated model of the hardware

resources to be managed that fulfills the following require-

ments. A sufficient system model

(1) should represent the overall hardware topology, in-

cluding all disruptive memory technologies,

(2) should provide information about communication cost

when moving data within the topology,

(3) should enable system software to update the model

with monitoring results during runtime,
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(4) should have a whole system view on all available re-

source and their allocations by all applications and

system services

(5) and, based on the upper four, should provide perfor-

mance predictions and compute optimized resource

mappings that can be used by system software to im-

prove performance and system load and reduce inter-

ference between concurrent applications

In the following section, we will present current state-of-

the-art models for DMT and discuss their limitations. After

that, we will describe existing system models for whole sys-

tem optimization in Section 3 before concluding our paper

in Section 4.

2 MODELS FOR DMT

Most studies on DMT focus on evaluating specific aspects of

their respective technologies, such as performance analysis,

system software design, programming models, or optimiza-

tions for specific hardware or applications. There has not

been a concerted effort to develop a full-fledged software

model capable of in-depth hardware simulation and applica-

tion evaluation for any DMT. However, the studies examined

in this paper provide a good foundation upon which such

models could be developed.

2.1 Non-volatile Memory

While some performance models do exist, they only model

very specific technologies, such as Optane [12, 28] and lack

the ability to evaluate other technologies. Pohl et al. [21]

introduced a cost model for optimizing PMEM access for

data-stream processing, but this model is not suitable for ap-

plications other than stream processing. Some programming

models aim to support developers seeking to take advantage

of PMEM in their applications. George et al. [10] explore

native support for persistent memory when developing in

Go, Intel’s Persistent Memory Development Kit (PMDK) [23]

aims to supply developers with a development kit to ease

the move to persistent memory and Köppen et al. [15] pro-

vides building blocks for the development of persistent data

structures.

2.2 Remote DMA

MacArthur et al. [18] have done a performance study eval-

uating different RDMA programming techniques, aiming

to provide a guide showcasing “best practice” RDMA pro-

gramming decisions. On a similar note, Kalia et al. [13] have

compiled design guidelines for high performance RDMA

systems. Nelson et al. [20] have performed a study on the

consequences of combining Non-Uniform Memory Access
(NUMA) with RDMA, concluding that applications should

be designed around both technologies to avoid steep perfor-

mance penalties. Wei et al. [29] provide optimization hints

for developers workingwithmixed RDMA andNVM systems

while Shen et al. [25] and Qiu et al. [22] analyzed schedul-

ing problems that arise with RDMA and the latter proposed

and implemented a management model to improve native

RDMA.

2.3 Near-Memory Computing

Singh et al. [26] surveyed the current state-of-the-art NMC

technologies, identifying key challenges for future research

efforts. Hsieh et al. [11], Mutlu et al. [19] and Khan et al. [14]

have all researched techniques and practices to facilitate in-

struction offloading to a dedicated GPU to alleviate memory

bandwidth bottlenecks. Singh et al. [27] introduce NAPEL, a

high-level performance and energy estimation framework for

NMC architectures, utilizing machine learning techniques.

But each application to be evaluated with NAPEL requires

extensive training data that takes a considerable amount of

time to collect. NAPEL is also not suitable for applications us-

ing online scheduling algorithms. Corda et al. [6] introduce

NMPO, a high-level framework capable of predicting NMC

offloading suitability. It also utilizes machine learning. Lee et

al. [17] developed a framework that allows for data-intensive

database operations to be offloaded to near-memory compu-

tation engines and implemented a Proof-of-Concept. Corda

et al. [7] identified metrics for characterizing NMC perfor-

mance, which may aid in the development of performance

models. Hsieh et al. [11] also proposes mechanisms for auto-

mated offloading and mapping of NMC kernels and shows a

measurable performance increase.

2.4 High-Bandwidth Memory

Das et al. [8] propose an algorithmic foundation for auto-

mated management of memory systems that use HBM. It

presents an O(1) algorithm for replacing pages in HBM to

use as an additional cache layer next to DRAM. Laghari et

al. [16] propose an object placement algorithm to move data

objects into either DRAM or HBM to maximize performance

when the capacity of fast memory is insufficient. The algo-

rithm is, however, only able to evaluate a single application

at a time.

3 SYSTEM-LEVEL MODELS IN RESEARCH

For almost a decade, models that enable in-depth system-

level optimization have been explored for representingNUMA

systems with multicore processors. The following section

discusses the most important of these models and their suit-

ability for modeling disruptive memory technologies by eval-

uating their compliance with the requirements for a whole

system model from Section 1.
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3.1 System Knowledge Base

An example of such a model and how it can be used in op-

erating systems to optimize management policies regarding

complex memory hierarchies is the work of Schüpbach [24]

for the Barrelfish operating system [1]. The system knowl-
edge base (SKB) of Barrelfish is an OS service that stores all

information about the hardware topology as well as the cur-

rent utilization of each hardware resource by applications.

For this, the SKB is tightly integrated with the OS, provid-

ing information about the hardware and current resource

allocations.

Furthermore, the SKB provides an interface to applications

to query system information and tweak system management

policies. This enables to compute resource mappings that e.g.

minimize communication latencies between threads, mini-

mize interference between applications or maximize memory

throughput.

However, as disruptivememory technologies, such as near-

memory computing and persistent memory, were not avail-

able when the SKB was designed, it is still an open question

how the SKB could represent those technologies in Barrelfish.

Thus, although the SKB meets our requirements 2 to 5, it

does not meet requirement 1 fully as it lacks support for

DMTs.

3.2 mctop

Chatzopoulos et al. take another approach to a system-level

model with mctop [5]. mctop is a user-space library provid-

ing detailed information on the NUMA topology of a system,

such as interconnect bandwidth and latencies as well as cache

and memory sizes. Here, two graphs represent the hardware

topology: the first graph abstracting the intra-socket con-

nections between cores of the same CPU, the second storing

information about each socket and their interconnections

together with their bandwidth and latencies.

Furthermore, mctop provides additional libraries that al-

low applications to allocate system resources corresponding

to a given policy, determine the cheapest communication

paths between sockets or calculate the expected latency and

achievable throughput for a given memory layout and thread

mapping.

The strength of mctop compared to traditional approaches,

such as libnuma, is that the developer only needs to state

her desired placement policy and does not need to specify

precise core mappings, which are too often not portable.

However, since mctop runs entirely in user-space, it can

only apply optimizations for a single application. This lack

of a system-wide view can easily lead to interference and

bad performance when two applications use mctop with the

same resource allocations. Thus, it does not comply with

requirement 4. Furthermore, mctop focused on providing in-

formation and optimized mapping strategies for NUMA-only.

So far, mctop does not model disruptive memory technolo-

gies, nor does it provide optimizations for them. Hence, it

does not meet the requirements 1 and 5, even though it can

optimize thread mappings and memory allocations for a

single application on ccNUMA systems without DMT.

3.3 hwloc

Less sophisticated but widely used for static optimization

for a given machine is hwloc [4] by Broquedis et al., which

is a platform-independent user-space library running on a

variety of operating systems. The information that hwloc
includes the whole memory hierarchy and each core of the

system down to single hardware contexts, as well as infor-

mation about PCI devices and which NUMA region they are

associated with. Hence, hwloc provides the developer with
detailed information about her computing system for manual

optimization.

But unfortunately hwloc does not provide latency costs

and bandwidth for intra- and inter-socket connections. Thus,

it cannot be used to perform performance predictions and

optimization for resource mappings of applications. There-

fore while meeting the requirement 1, it does not meet the

remaining requirements.

As one can see from our survey, none of the discussed

models for whole system optimization meet all system soft-

ware requirements to manage DMT resources efficiently.

Nevertheless, the SKB, with its integration in Barrelfish, gets

close to meeting all requirements. However, how Schüpbach

[24] pointed out in his dissertation, the SKB as it is now,

is only single-threaded and because it stores all system in-

formation exclusively, it will easily become a bottleneck if

highly contended. Furthermore, the usage of a constraint-

logic programs to query system information from the SKB is

problematic to performance and ease of use. Although using

constraint-logic programming makes the SKB very sophisti-

cated and powerful it can reduce performance drastically and

even put the whole system on halt when other applications

or OS services are delayed by long-taking CPL queries.

Hence, although the model behind the SKB and its in-

tegration within the OS is promising, there are still open

questions in how a system model can be integrated into an

OS, such that it can be queried quickly as well as can be

used by application (developers) easily. A representation like

mctop would likely improve the usability and performance

of querying such a model.

Thus, the open questions, we see, are how performance

models for DMTs can be designed accurately and integrated

into a whole-system model on one hand, and how to design

the system- and application-interface for such a model on
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the other hand. Additionally, it is still to debate how a system

model shall be integrated into the overall system. Shall it

be a part of the OS as a system service like the SKB, or a

user-space library like mctop? Or even something else?

4 CONCLUSION

This paper discussed the need for sophisticated system mod-

els for disruptive memory technologies to enable system

software to manage these efficiently. Furthermore, we pre-

sented the current state of research regarding the modeling

of such technologies. We pointed out that although there

are already models for specific technologies, such as NMC

and PMEM, these models still lack the generality and holistic

view needed by system software and application developers

to build efficient and portable software systems.

Moreover, this paper described existing systemmodels and

how these meet the requirements from Section 1. Almost

none of the discussedmodels, except for hwloc, include DMTs

which itself is unsuitable for performance predictions and

whole-system optimization, as it lacks critical information

about communication latencies and bandwidth as well as

utilization by applications.

Hence, we conclude our paper with the finding that there

is a severe lack of whole system models which include DMTs

in performance prediction and optimization, leaving system

software alone without means to optimize the usage of those

emerging technologies.

We are confident that investigating whole system mod-

els for disruptive memory technologies open up exciting

research opportunities for years to come. These will foster

research on new ways to leverage the potential that the

emerging disruptive memory technologies provide.
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